
MS 170 Chainsaw Homeowner Chainsaw Range

STIHL MS 170 MiniBoss™ Chainsaw
Entry-level model for cutting firewood. Easy to operate with combi-lever, automatic STIHL 
Ematic chain lubrication system for optimum lubrication of the chain. The economical, 
compact and lightweight model in the MiniBoss™ range.

Displacement 30.1cm3

Power Output 1.3kW / 1.6hp
Bar Length 35cm / 14”
STIHL Oilomatic saw chain pitch / type 3/8” P / Picco Micro Mini 3
Weight (1) 4.1kg

(1) Weight excluding fuel, guide bar or saw chain

STIHL anti-vibration system 
Intense vibration at the handles of power tools can lead to longer-term effects of blood 
vessels in the hands and arms. STIHL have therefore developed an effective anti-
vibration system where by the oscillations from the machines engine are dampened 
which significantly reduces vibrations at the handles.

Compensator
This controller in the carburettor prevents the fuel-air mixture getting richer as the 
air filter becomes clogged. The correct quantity of fuel is delivered to the carburettor 
depending on the quantity of air passing through the air filter. This keeps the fuel/air ratio 
in the combustion mixture constant and hence also the engine power. The filter doesn’t 
need to be cleaned until an appreciable drop in power occurs.

Single-lever master control
All important functions such as start, choke, throttle and stop are operated via a 
single lever.

STIHL Ematic-System
The Ematic chain lubrication system ensures pinpoint lubrication of the saw chain 
links and guide bar rails. When used with STIHL OILOMATIC saw chain, it will provide 
maximum lubrication, longer wear and less oil consumption than conventional methods 
of chain lubrication. The Ematic system can reduce bar oil consumption up to 50%.

Features
 h Simple starting
 h Compact Design
 h Lightweight
 h Easy Maintenance

Specifications
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